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HL1910E/HL2010E

RAYCHEM Tubing Products

2

Application
Equipm

ent

Light Duty Heating Tool

Product Facts
� Light duty, portable hot air
heater

The HL2010E tool is
switched on and off at the
three-stage switch and the
temperature can be contin-
uously adjusted over a
range of 50°C-630°C by the
pushbuttons. The tempera-
ture can be increased or
reduced by 10°C steps. An
LCD display shows the
actual temperature.

The HL1910E tool is
switched on and off at the
two-stage switch and the
temperature can be contin-
uously adjusted over a
range of 50°C-600°C at the
thumbwheel (the numbers
on it serve as guide only,
1 means 50°C and max.
temperature of 600°C is
attained at 9).

A bench stand allowing use
of both the HL2010E and
the HL1910E as a bench
tool is available as an
option. Only two reflectors
are required to cover most
applications of heat-shrink-
able tubing and SolderSleeve
terminations.

There is an adaptor avail-
able, which allows the use
of PR type reflectors.

The HL2010E and HL1910E
hot air heat guns are
designed to work with a
standard line voltage
(120V) on a wide variety of
Raychem heat-shrinkable
products. These tools are
suitable for occasional use
and are not recommended
for applications requiring
high duty cycles. Both tools
supply forced hot air with
an adjustable heat setting
to meet the requirements of
many different installation
situations. A three position
switch controls the air flow
(150/300/500 l/min)

Available in: Americas Europe Asia Pacific
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HL1910E/HL2010E (Continued)

RAYCHEM Tubing Products

Description Part Number
HL2010E-120V tool: HL2010E-KIT-120V CJ2087-000
HL1910E-120V tool: HL1910E-KIT-120V CJ2086-000
HL2010E/HL1910E Accessories: HL1802E-074616 - SolderSleeve

Terminators Reflector 832011-000
HL1802E-070519 - Heat-Shrinkable
Tubings Reflector 022611-000
HL1802E-ADAPT-PR Adaptor for
PR Series Reflector 444817-000
PR-13C-REFLECTOR 991974-000
PR-25D-REFLECTOR 989523-000
HL2010E-BENCH-STD CJ2085-000

Ordering Information

Technical Specifications Voltage 120V AC
Power 2000W
Air flow 150 - 500 l/min
Weight 920g
Length 280 mm
Noise <70dB




